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Bespoke Morning Lineup Explained: Page One 
A .  Overnight Trading: 
Intraday chart which combines the trading of 
overnight futures, Asian, and European indi-
ces. 
 

B.  Other Markets: 
Direction and percent change of major inter-
national indices and commodities as of 
8:30am 
 

C.  Noteworthy Macro Events: 
Key global events, as well as stocks trading up 
and down the most in the pre-market. 
 

D.  Stock Specific News of Note: 
Summarizes news stories and events impact-
ing key stocks. 
 

E.  Analyst Actions: 
Summarizes analyst actions impacting key stocks, and how each stock is collectively rated by Wall Street analysts on 
a scale of 1 (worst ) to 5 (best). 
 

F.  Market Timing Model: 
Highlights the overall reading of the market timing model and the expected S&P 500 return based on the readings of 
sentiment, technical, fundamental, and overall reading.  
 

G.  Indicators/Events: 
Lists the major economic indicators and events scheduled for today.  For each economic report, we highlight the re-
sults versus expectations and its market impact on the day of the last report. 
 

H.  Economic Indicators & Events: 
Lists the time of release and expectations for major indicators scheduled to be released tomorrow. 
 

I.  Earnings Reports: 
Lists the EPS and revenue expectations for companies scheduled to release earnings tomorrow.  
 

J.  Conferences & Meetings: 
Lists the key conferences, meetings, and events scheduled for tomorrow.  
 

K.  Dividends & Splits: 
Lists upcoming stock splits and dividends scheduled for tomorrow. 
 

L.  Index Changes: 
Lists any upcoming changes to the S&P 500, S&P 400, and S&P 600.  
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Bespoke Morning Lineup Explained: Page Two 
M.  S&P 50-Day Moving Average Spread: 
Displays the historical 50-day moving average 
spread of the S&P 500 over the last year.  
When the spread is in the red, the S&P 500 is 
overbought, while readings in the green indi-
cate an oversold market. 
 

N.  S&P 500 Overbought and Oversold 
Stocks:   
This chart displays the number of stocks in 
the S&P 500 that are overbought and over-
sold on a daily basis.  Oversold stocks are 
trading at least one standard deviation below 
their 50-day moving average, while over-
bought stocks are trading at least one stan-
dard deviation above their 50-day moving 
average.  When the red line is extremely high 
and the green line is extremely low, it indi-
cates that the market is extremely oversold, 
and vice versa when the green line is extremely high and the red line is extremely low.  
 

O.  Relative Strength of Stocks versus Bonds:  
Displays the relative strength of the S&P 500 versus the long bond.  When the line is rising, it indicates that stocks are 
outperforming bonds, while a falling line indicates that bonds are outperforming stocks.  
 

P.  S&P 500 Internals: 
Lists the current reading and one week change in widely followed technical and fundamental measures of the S&P 
500. 
 

Q.  Sector Trading Ranges: 
Shows the current levels as well as the one week change in the trading ranges of the S&P 500 and its ten sectors.  
The circles represent where the sectors and index currently stand, while the tail represents where it was one week 
ago.  When the circle is in the red zone, the sector or index is overbought (light red=overbought, dark red-extreme 
overbought).  Readings in the green zone indicate that the index or sector is oversold (light green=oversold, dark 
green = extreme oversold). 
 

R.  Bonds/Commodities: 
Same description as Sector Trading Ranges. 
 

S.  Yesterday’s Movers: 
Lists the stocks in the S&P 1500 which had the biggest percentage moves yesterday, and summarizes how they have 
typically performed following similar moves in the past. 
 

T.  S&P 500 Overbought Stocks Most Likely to Fall: 
Lists the S&P 500 stocks which are currently overbought, and have the greatest likelihood of declining based on prior 
occurrences when the stock was at similar or more overbought levels. 
 

U.  S&P 500 Oversold Stocks Most Likely to Rise: 
Lists the S&P 500 stocks which are currently oversold, and have the greatest likelihood of rising based on prior occur-
rences when the stock was at similar or more oversold levels. 


